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over Irish life.    Chief among them should be named
Michael   Morris,   Lord   Killanin,   and   Lord  Justice
FitzGibbon, of whom the former made part of the
Anglo-Irish interest none the less though he was a
Catholic and of a family which, Gael or Saxon by
origin, had been in Galway from time beyond memory.
Broadly speaking, through its alumni Dublin Uni-
versity controlled the Irish Bar.    To be member for
Trinity was a sure way to judicial promotion :   and
nearly all at the Bar that was Protestant, together with
a good deal that was Catholic, had passed through the
College halls to a degree.    In this way the University
reached out to the Library of the Four Courts, which
was the sole active centre where cultivated men of
the two nations in this one people met on terms of
equal and friendly intercourse.    Yet even here there
was the element of disparity.   Just as in the Univer-
sity,  Catholic students, of whom there were always
some ten or fifteen in a hundred, had complete equality
of friendship and rivalry in examination-rooms or on
cricket-ground, so in this ordinary work of the Bar,
Catholic and Protestant were freely engaged in every
.   kind   of   encounter.    But   just   as   the   University
Catholics could not but be  aware that  the whole
::    permanent control of the institution rested with men
x£    of the other interest, so at the Bar they saw—at least
"•x^ till   1906—all   preferment   virtually  limited   to   the
[;*    Anglo-Irish or to those of the older stock who definitely
J:    separated themselves from the ideals of their people.
Nevertheless, through the Universit}^ and the Bar
?   there was more approach to intercourse, and through
?   intercourse to fusion between the races than anywhere
~^else in the-upper'Strata.'of. Irish life.   And in other
tj   respects the University was actually a force making
X;    for fusion.   Broadly the atmosphere of the place was
anti-Nationalist;   but there was never a time when
some of its best intellect among the young men was
not on the side of Nationalism ; and when the revo-
lution began, one of its professor's houses made a
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